
With the increasing regulatory scrutiny and the cost of getting it wrong, firms need an 
automated position limit management solution to effectively manage exchange and 
regulatory positions limits, including MiFID II and CFTC* limits.
CubeLogic offers a comprehensive, real-time position limit monitoring solution which allows Front Office, 
Compliance and Risk to monitor position limit utilisation across the organisation in real-time. 

CubeWatchPL 
Real-time Exchange and Regulatory Position Limit 

Management

Find out more at www.cubelogic.com. Contact emea@cubelogic.com for more information.

Fast Track to Managing 
position limits in real-time 
CubeWatchPL is a powerful, dynamic solution 
which provides coverage across all exchanges 
and regulatory position limit regimes globally.

CubeWatchPL automatically performs all of the 
complex aggregation logic across all position 
limit types, reducing the risk of breaches and 
removing the need for manual solutions/
workarounds while eliminating the possibility of 
potentially costly errors.

CubeWatchPL’s real-time, configurable 
Dashboard allows traders, compliance officers 
and risk managers to view live positions against 
all position and accountability limit categories 
and tenures. A fully configurable email alerting 
capability warns of potential breaches, including 
against soft limits, which can be set by the user 
ensuring that mitigating action can be taken 
before actual breaches occur.

A detailed drill down capability allows a user 
to view the underlying trades comprising a 
position in real-time, allowing compliance to 
rapidly assess which areas of the business are 
contributing to particular position and take the 
necessary action. The drill down capability 
incorporates all cross-aggregating contracts and 
incorporates any exemptions granted by the 
exchanges or regulators. 

CubeWatchPL reduces the need for additional 
headcount by automating many of the manual 
tasks associated with position limit management, 
including refreshing all position limits on a daily 
basis, incorporating changes or new limits, and 
automatically mapping these to newly traded 
contracts requiring only an affirmation step by 
compliance for audit purposes.  

Comprehensive reporting capability with standard 
and custom reports allowing a granular, historic 
view of positions to support responses to inquiries 
from exchange and regulators.

CubeWatchPL Features include:
� Customisable, real-time dashboards, reporting and

workflows to meet all Front Office, Compliance and
Risk Management requirements;

� Intelligent “walk forward” capability to alert traders
and compliance to potential day ahead and week
ahead “do nothing” style breaches;

� Fully customizable “soft limits”;
� Automated rules mapping - new instruments traded

are automatically mapped to existing position limits;
� Complex position aggregation logic for spread

trades and diminishing balance trades;
� Automated conversion of Options to futures

equivalent positions;
� Full exemptions management capability including

alerts for expiring exemptions;
� Daily true-up of live positions using validated broker

statements;
� Covers over 80 exchanges and regulatory

regimes globally including, MiFID2 and CFTC for
commodities;

� Hard and soft limit alerts on-screen and via e-mail.*when live



Find out more at www.cubelogic.com. Contact emea@cubelogic.com for more information.

The ultimate Business 
Intelligence tool
� Highly configurable tabular and graphical

real-time dashboard;
� Out-of-the-box interfaces for direct

exchange engine connectivity* and live C/
ETRM feeds;

� Hybrid data options available where direct
feeds are not available;

� Scalable solution for both large and small
trading organisations;

� Key reference data automatically updated
and maintained;

� Flexible legal entity hierarchy mapping for
complex trading group entities;

� Advanced drill-down and reporting
capability, including data visualisation and
fully exportable raw data;

� Data loader exceptions management;
� Cloud or on-premises deployment.

*for selected venues/platforms
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CubeLogic provides Business Intelligence products and services in risk management, regulation and 
compliance for the energy, commodity and investment banking markets. In the current climate of heightened 
regulatory scrutiny, CubeLogic addresses the increasing demand for robust, cost effective Business Intelligence 
solutions for regulatory compliance. The founders of CubeLogic are all renowned experienced industry 
specialists who have an impressive track record of developing and implementing global risk and compliance IT 
solutions.

Technology Story  
� Built on top of Microsoft’s Business Intelligence platform
� Microsoft Azure Compliant for Cloud-Based Deployment or on-premises
� Real-time grids with SignalR
� RabbitMQ for real-time C/ETRM interface connectivity
� CubeLogic is an ISV for a number of major global exchanges

Immediate business benefits:
� Reduced headcount required to manage position limits manually and with a higher confidence

level;
� Highly configurable workflows allowing Front Office, Risk and Compliance full control over their

position limit monitoring and management responsibilities;
� Intelligent design means one-click access to key metrics ensuring trades can focus on what counts;
� Tick-level accuracy to ensure accurate tracking of algorithmic trading activities;
� Comprehensive reporting capability on both historic and up to the minute data;
� Low maintenance with built in redundancy to ensure high availability, accuracy and integrity.


